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This game doesn't work very well! I get blinking graphics (with my NVidia card).
I haven't been able to resolve it... and this is really a game breaker!!!. Revolt 1917 bad game. new generation pc and laptop don't
running. unity crash . game library error. My laptop lenovo ideapad amd a9 7Th gen. NO FOR SALE REVOLT 1917 NO
PLAY GAME NO DOWNLOAD ;( ;( ;(; (; (;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(;(. It is: soundtrack from great gaming composer + 5 hats that
you can't get otherwise+ decorative trinkets (just for fun) + digital stuff. It is worth its price If you getting it on sale.. I usually
don't like to write negative reviews, but this is a special something:
*) \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 controls
*) no content
*) insulting interface

This game\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the survival genre.. (enlgish is my second languge so pardon my
grammar!)
i played the game, yes it had a lot of bugs, along some other issues, but i think for what the price of the game is, its a good game.
i mean its only 3 dollars. i had blast playing the game, it was about 2 hours about worth of game play, could be wrong. it was
short, fun, and i enjoyed it. but that's my take. you can do whatever you want, remenber, its about having fun! about the story
someone took the time to make and bring to life, its not always about the graphics or the super high quality. i made a
playthrough of it if anyone wants to check it out!.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/0bZR2ltRKlg
. TONS OF FUN!!

I've been waiting for this game for a while and its finally on Steam. Great for when you have friends over, or for when you need
a quick laugh. Online modes are awesome, the chaos makes it so much fun!

I only wish you could see the name of the player instead of the name of the character when you win a round.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!
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You are a square. You have tiles and you must move from tile to tile to avoid tiny squares of death from hitting you. At the end
of each stage you must collect a hollow square. Not much depth and there's really not a lot to be had here.
Gets old really fast and the one song included will get annoying.
There are better games out there, for a dollar more you could get "Super Hexagon" or "Boson X", both of which are better
games than this.
Would only reccommend to people who like arcadey timewasters like the games mentioned before, other than that there's not
too much to be had.
. This game is amazing.
Gotta give it to the devs for putting so much work on this game. I love a soothing puzzle game anyday.

If you haven't played Zenge, you may want to check that out as well. It's part of the 'Relaxing Puzzle box' bundle. Cheers!.
Though this game looked great at the start, I'm not sure at the moment if it's worth it. I understand it came out of early access
not long ago when I write this but I have several problems.
Starting with the biggest glaring issue, you only have two hit points. I get you want to start out weak and such but for a few
reasons I don't like it. The main character, Phoenix, seems to have some form of training in using daggers and such. I'd imagine
someone trained wouldn't be easily killed by enemies in the second stage. And I don't mean because they hit fast, I mean
because you will be one shot. Which leads to the next problem, enemies shouldn't be one shoting you in the second stage. Even
the boss does less damage.
The stages aren't bad, I liked the design of them. Alittle maze like but you have to look around for the gold to get the next parts.
It insists on their being cool secrets or something. I couldn't find anything of importance but oh well I assume later in the game
that it would be possible.
My next issue with the game is mostly gameplay. The enemies are fine (outside of being oneshot) and they have basic attacks
and such. What I don't like is the placement of some of them and how certain ones attack. The Gnoll will shoot a green blast
repeatedly, which to fire quick enough, you have to shoot one waste fire ball, then either dodge the next attack they do which
will kill you, or shoot another, losing your entire mana pool.
Then in the brixies, I assume pixie like monsters, they shoot a straight line at your character. The issue with their aiming is that
when they start the attack, if you jump to get out of the way, the beam will go at you still. The targeting is right as the beam
comes out, not at the start of the animation of the attack.
I know some of this is knit-picking and I'm sorry for thos who enjoy it.

I will have to give feedback for the programmers, I know this game is only developed by a small number, if I remember reading
right, only two people. I want to recommend a few tweeks. Give 3 hit points. If you do this way, at least then when an enemy
hits hard, you still live and know to get away from it.
Second, enemies need to be consistantly dead. If I die after 5 montsters, I don't want to be ported back and restart the same
thing over again killing the same monsters the same way, it turns very methodical and repeatitive.
Thirdly, you seem to be stuck in an area of both platformer and trying to stick to adventure games. The 3D aspect upgrades the
plateformer style to something of interest, if you give powerups, (mana pool increases, and health increases), in random areas
where the gold is, it'd be far more interesting to me.

As of right now, I can not see myself enjoying this game and I feel terrible for it, a friend purchased it for me and I have to
refund this for not enjoying what it appeared to be.. Worthless, just plug an HDMI cable directly between your PC and HDTV
for better results.. A very uncomfortable to play game. Had it when I was a kid, thought it'd make more sense this time around.
Nope. Just a bad game, with an unenjoyable playstyle.. I wouldn´t like to recommend that game. The graphics naaaa... hitboxes
naaaa. Its a very fun card game and well worth the price its asked but if you feel a little eh about buying a paid mod as i call it
theres dozens of board games to choose from on the workshop but this is a really fun dlc and i love it 9.5\/10 perfect game with
friends. It's very good. Stealth done extremely well in a way I've not seen since Thief 1 & 2. It uses the perspective well, and
involves creative and occasionally frantic use of a large set of tools.. You can say this is 2d Dark Souls Prepare to die edition,
except that it can kill you more times in a minute than dark souls ever will, and you'll probably yell at this game more than any
other game. Goodluck you'll need it, LITERALLY.
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